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Dedicated to social and economic mobility, we support community college strategies that will empower Texans to rise out of poverty and achieve better life outcomes.
This is not another new initiative but a framework for thinking about who we are becoming—changed institutions that are systemically better at serving students.
Round 1 to 2: Staying the Course

- Comprehensive framework for responding to 60x30TX
- Coherent statewide strategy for all 50 colleges
- Multi-tiered curriculum for tailored support via cadres
- Grounded in disaggregated longitudinal KPIs
- Dedicated to supporting the role of trustees
- Coaching at institutes and site visits
TEXAS PATHWAYS
Systemic Transformation Dedicated to Socioeconomic Mobility

K-12 & ADULT ED. PARTNERS
Connect
From 8th grade endorsement selection or AEL to first enrollment

Enter
From entry to program choice and first college-level course success

Progress
From program entry to completion of program requirements

Succeed
From completion of credential to career and further education

4-YEAR & INDUSTRY PARTNERS

Texas Success Center
TEXAS PATHWAYS
Four Pillars of Essential Practices

1. Mapping Pathways to Student End Goals
2. Helping Students Choose and Enter a Program Pathway
3. Keeping Students on Path
4. Ensuring Students are Learning
Round 1 to 2: Evolving the Model

Texas community colleges are turning human aspirations, resources, and workflow into successfully scaled implementations of change priorities.

- Structural and cultural change
- Institutional and individual shifts
- Quality communications and relationships
- Equity and asset-based approach

Special thanks to the collaborative work with Alison Kadlek of SOVA
Round 1 to 2: Evolving the Model

Change work is iterative, evolving, interactive – it is work without end, but it’s also fun, creative, dynamic, rewarding work.

- High levels of skill for change leadership in HE
- Longer-term detailed action plans to mobilize effective work teams (distributed leadership and shared ownership)
- Intentional expansion of systemic partnerships and integration